
Shadow 881 

Chapter 881: The name of the two beings 

BOOM! 

The explosion sounded and the shockwave ruptured the sky and all kinds of particles and mass of the 

area was wiped out in the resulting shockwave 

Shrett! 

The sword slash cut quickly upon Balfor shoulders and it cut down his arm. 

It appears like a sword slash but it is merely the sword intent that came first before the sword slash 

The sound of the sword intent tearing through the thick skin of Balfor could be heard echoing all over 

the world. 

But there was also something else that appears at that moment. A bullet pierces his chest and a large 

explosion detonated inside his body, wrecking his energy channel. 

It causes him to cough up some blood from his mouth 

That bullet is the bullet that Sasha had shot from Pandemonium. She is probably smiling right now and 

laughing if she knew that her bullet pierces the chest of the Demon King and wreck his internal organs. 

Before Balfor could even register what happen, another attack reached him. 

It is an icicle pierces his kneecap, creating a hole in his kneecap. 

The moment that icicle pierce his kneecaps, coldness envelops his entire foot, feeling like he is unable to 

move, like some laws is binding him. 

The coldness was immediately wiped out by the potent hot energy of his blood but it had clearly 

brought him more injuries and slow down his response. 

He frowned. 

‘That woman’ Balfor thought to himself. As for the other attack, he did not know which person had 

attacked him since there is too many to count 

But as for the icicle, he knew who did it 

Azief also frowned. At the time of his slash, he could see that there were many attacks that also were 

shot toward the Demon king. 

Out of the many attacks, two of the strike caught his attention. It is the bullet and the icicle. He could 

recognize that bullet. That bullet is the secret weapon of Pandemonium. 

There is only one other person other than him and Sina that knew the activation code for that bullet and 

that person is Sasha. 

He smiles thinking of that secretary of his. But then he frowned as he remembers about the icicle. 
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‘That stubborn girl’ he thought to himself. He could immediately tell that the attack come from Katarina. 

He had hoped that she would stay still and be safe. 

Even from afar, she still wanted to help him. He did not like to owe anyone anything., More so, if it’s 

from Katarina. 

He already owes her too much. 

Azief quickly focus back toward the Demon King. His eyes frowned looking at the Demon King. 

The attack was successful but the Demon King is still not dead. Tiredness envelops Azief entire being but 

he still maintains his sword using his Laws and energy of the world. 

‘It is still not enough’ he thought to himself. Balfor had taken a big dive but he is still in the air, floating. 

But his appearance is a bit messier than before. 

His horn is leaking energy. There is a hole on his kneecap that is dripping with yellow puss. His mouth is 

coughing blood. 

And from the stump of his arm, there is blood drops swirling with killing aura fell down on the surface. It 

was acidic in nature as it erodes all the things that it came into contact with 

The Demon King arm was severed, falling into the parched ground which used to be a vast open seabed 

before. 

The arm emanated a powerful demonic energy. Azief had one thought as he looked at the Demon King. 

He looks…. vulnerable. 

Balfor tried to run away when the sword strike came down on him but his body could not move. 

And the sword strike did not end. That is just the initial blast of the sword intent. The sword strike did 

not yet strike down upon Balfor. 

Azief look calmly at the sword strike that is coming nearer toward Balfor. 

Balfor is still floating in the air but after this sword strike reached him, Azief would be surprised if he is 

not slammed down to the ground. 

Balfor was stunned. He could not even escape as his entire being seem to be sealed. The power of the 

Wheel compelled him to stay 

He gritted his teeth, unresigned to be killed by this human. It should not have happened like this. 

It is not that he was underestimating the human. It is just that this human exceeds every expectation. 

And only when he is at the cusp of dying, that he understands why. This human is Perfection. Or to be 

more accurate he walks the Perfection Path 

His eyes seem to glow even redder as he decided to activate his backup plan 



‘It would not be easy to kill me’ he thought to himself as he looks upwards, looking at the humans that 

have brought him to this dire situation. 

And then he saw it. And it shocks his entire being. The sword intent had arrived and the sword strike had 

also come near him. 

But Azief lifted his sword once again. 

He is about to strike for the second time, once again draining his own energy. But that is not what 

shocked Balfor. 

It is the scene that appeared when Azief lifted his sword. 

Behind the human back, an image of a dark universe appeared. This image is no doubt coming from the 

Wheel. 

And this dark Universe superimposed itself upon Earth skies. 

Balfor could see stars, countless of them appearing in the golden skies before enveloping the golden sky 

and shows the beautiful vast starry space. 

But unlike most of the stars he would see when he roamed the Universe, the stars seem to be aligned in 

a pattern. 

A road of stars. 

And then Balfor remembers the words that was spoken by the human before 

‘The Sky as Chessboard, The Stars Are It Pieces’ this is the thought that came to his mind. 

Even when his body is being wrecked, and he should have been paying attention how to escape from his 

current predicament, for some reason, Balfor was entranced by that image. 

He felt like the images, the scene that is now projecting itself behind the human back contains some 

kind of profound truth that he would never get the chance to see again if he averts his gaze 

So, even as pain wrecked his body, he did not roar or whimper. He just observes the scene that is 

happening. 

He then saw two titanic beings appears in the scene. 

No, they could not simply be called titanic. 

They were above the firmaments; their largeness is not only based on size but based on power that 

emanated out from their entire being 

Their size is the representation of their status and their order of life form or being that transcends any 

understanding 

They seem to control creation and destruction, and emit an aura of all-encompassing grandness. 

Balfor felt how small he is compared to that two beings. Like he is some speck of dust in the vats 

multitude of the Omniverse. 
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And to make him, someone who is actually almost half Sovereign to feel like this, spoke to volume of 

how powerful these two beings really are 

And this is just a projection of those two beings and not those two beings coming in person. 

The two beings that Balfor saw is probably the strongest beings that Balfor had ever laid his eyes on. 

But even though he narrowed his eyes, and revert some of the energy in his body to his eyes to see 

clearer, he could not recognize the face of that two being. 

‘No’ he thought to himself. It is not that he could not recognize. He could not remember it. 

It was like their faces is obscured from his mind. He looks at it, remembers it and then forgets it almost 

instantly and as such it creates this image of a blurry face. 

Like the two being seems to be shrouded in heavenly secrets. Balfor was astonished at his own thought. 

At the same time, the sword strike arrived. 

Another sound of a sharp object slicing through meat echoes across the world. 

Another sword intent flew and cut Balfor other arms. But Balfor didn’t seem to care. He did not even 

seem to register the pain for a few second 

He keeps looking at that image behind Azief back. 

Not even one second had passed and Balfor had lose both of his arms. 

But then he realizes that his arm had been cut and Balfor gritted his teeth, and opened his eyes wide. 

He seems adamant in looking at that image even at the cost of his existence being diminished by that 

sword strike 

‘Fuck it’ he said 

He could feel that the missiles that lodged deep inside him had slowly lost its effectiveness in restraining 

his ability in controlling the Laws 

‘I will not die’ he thought to himself as he saw that those two beings in that scene picked up stars like 

they were the lightest thing in the Omniverse with their fingers and treated it like some chess pieces, 

moving it according to their strategy 

They sat upon large planet and they use the universe as their chessboard. 

Under their feet, are the pathways of stars with all kinds of cosmic phenomenon happening around each 

of them. 

Supernovae explosion, the death of a sun, a black hole, stellar winds, pulsational pair instability 

supernovas were happening all around them, but these two beings did not seem affected by it. 



Each of the explosion of stars could create instability to space and time and create mass destruction 

event. 

But when facing these two being these destruction event did not even able to touch these two people 

clothes. 

These two beings seem to possess different aptitude and different domains of power. One of them is 

dressed in black robe, the blackest of black, like the deep dark space itself. 

It absorbs all destruction and even emanated his own brand of destruction. 

Destructive aura hovers and is under his control. Anything that is even remotely close to him experience 

entropy. 

On the opposite side, sitting on a planet full of life, is a being that seems to be shrouded with the 

brightest light in the Omniverse. 

Behind that being, galaxies appeared out of nowhere. Essence of primordial creation emanated out from 

this being. 

And Balfor immediately understood what is these two beings are. He gasped is disbelief. 

They were lore about them. They were considered myth. Stories people told to instruct, and to explain 

the rise and fall of universes. 

Even the Seresian demon did not believe that such a fairytale character exists. 

That dark being filled with destruction aura probably the Unholy Destroyer, the End of All, the Master of 

Death and Destruction. 

And that being shrouded with light is probably the Creator, the Beginning of Life, the Master of Life and 

Creation 

Chapter 882: The death 

Balfor think about the stories he heard about these two beings. 

They were many names for the Creator and one of them is Bright Being. And it is the Bright Being that 

made him felt more averse to than the Unholy Destroyer 

The aura of destruction and the aura of life that these two beings possess seems to be clashing with 

each other, nullifying each other powers. 

One could see stars being birthed in an instant and then erupted in the other moment and then birthed 

again. 

It is cyclic of rebirth and destruction. The normal Laws of Life and Death, Creation and Destruction is 

distorted by these two powerful beings 

The more that Balfor look at this scene, the more he felt his heart is moved. There is some kind of 

understanding that dawned on him. 
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He thought of the death of his world and he thought of the decline of the era and for a moment, he 

almost grasped that invisible and intangible feeling of seeing and feeling something that would explain 

all of the bad fortune of his world. 

But as fast as that feeling comes to him, it dissipated as fast. 

He focusses his eyes on the scene of the two beings even as Azief is gathering energy all over his body to 

mount another attack on him 

He looks intently at the Bright Being 

When a new galaxy is formed behind the Bright Being, the destruction aura that emanated out from the 

Unholy Destroyer would destroy that newly created galaxy 

All of this happened in matter of time that is too short that it almost could not be counted 

It is almost instantaneous and eternal, if one could even reconcile the paradox of it 

But at the same time, these two being that play the chess didn’t seem to hate each other. 

Destruction and Creation clashed, Death and Life fights each other over their dominion, yet, the two 

beings that controls these eternal aspects of the Omniverse, seems pretty at ease with each other 

They clashed eternally but they don’t see each other as enemies. 

They were more like colleagues 

They balanced each other. Locked into an eternal war with each other, the Unholy Destroyer and the 

Holy Creator, Bright Being. 

They keep playing chess even as the changes of the Omniverse reached a tipping point. 

And Balfor keep looking. Even Azief do not understand what Balfor is doing right now. two of his arm 

had already been cut. 

Blood is dripping down from the stump. 

But it almost seems like Balfor didn’t even seem to notice. His pain seems to be ignored as he keeps 

looking at the image behind Azief back. 

It was like he is seeking for something inside that chess match. 

Azief knows that each time he uses the skill from the Wheel, or skills that derived from the Wheel of 

Reincarnation and Rebirth it would show an image behind him. 

This image come from the Wheel. 

And how did the wheel have this image? 

The answer is Azul. 

This Wheel contain the enlightenment of Azul. 



As such one could attribute that the image that appears in the scene is the images that Azul had seen in 

his lifetime before he became what he is today. 

And each of the image must have something to do with his enlightenment to become a Grand 

Supremacy, to stand above even the other supreme beings in the Omniverse. 

Azul seem to store his enlightenment in the six path of the Wheel 

And as such Balfor who were only one step left to reach a level where he is equal to supreme being, this 

kind of temptation of enlightenment is probably the greatest temptation., 

It surpassed the temptation of the All Source and the temptation of the Ten Eternal rings. The sword 

intent keep piercing deeper on his skin and is cutting deep on his flesh 

But his eyes and his entire being stand still. He was forced down but even as his body is hurtling through 

air, he forces himself to look at the image. 

It is not that he forgets the pain in his body. 

it is not that he forgets that he is in a battle right now and he knows he could not afford to lose his focus 

It is the fact that he didn’t even realize he is forgetting all of this. he was entranced by seeing the chess 

match. 

He did not understand how the chess match is being played, what each stars that is being picked up by 

the Creator and the Destroyer had to do with the game or what’s its role but for some reason, there is a 

profound truth in that act that entranced him till he forgets everything. 

His chest is now being drilled by the sword intent as the sword strike that Azief had bring down is 

coming even closer toward him. But Balfor keep looking behind Azief. 

Azief of course would not let go of such opportunity. 

He himself knowns that there is a chance for enlightenment when using the Wheel of Reincarnation and 

Rebirth 

He also saw the scenes. But that scene would appear in his mind with each slash. He did not see it the 

way the Demon King sees it. 

Each person seeing the images or the scenes would probably see different kind of scenes as it would 

depend on the observer powers and abilities and their path 

Different path sees different scenery 

But right now, Azief did not care whether behind him is a chance for enlightenment or not. 

What is important to him is to rid of this enemy. That is his immediate threat 

Balfor look at the Unholy Destroyer, picking up another star and putting it up somewhere in the 
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The position where he put his star down created a destruction stellar winds that crushed the other 

nearby stars. 

And legions of dark beings arose from the destruction, and they began killing each other, and warring 

with each other 

This is the application of souls. It is one of the hardest thing to master but in the hands of Unholy 

Destroyer it all looks very easy 

There is resentment flowing through the Universe from the stars and planets that was destroyed by the 

casual moving of one star to another 

Galaxies that was about to form exploded. Life seems to be choked into death. Time falls into 

regression. Space tear apart leading to a Voidless place. 

Nothingness eat up essence of Something. Wherever he gazes, planets and stars disintegrated like it had 

never existed 

When the Unholy Destroyer closes his eyes, life blooms. When he opens it, destruction reigns. Life and 

Death decided by the movement of his eyes. 

The eyes of the Unholy Destroyer are black. Like some kind of black hole that would suck you in. 

Even Balfor who wanted to find his chance for ascending to a higher level did not dare to try to peer 

though that dark eyes. 

He fears what he would see would make him like those planets and stars that the Destroyer saw. He 

fears that he too would experience destruction. 

He averts his gaze and look at the dark legion that fought in an eternal war with each other. They die 

and they rise again. 

The aura of resentment was so strong that even Balfor could not handle it. Even though it is only a 

scene, Balfor felt like it could come out from that scene and pressure him 

This is the sign that Balfor is resonating with the scene. But as there are benefits in doing so, there is 

also cons 

He averts his gaze to look at the Bright Being, the Creator, the Master of Life and Creation. 

The moment he saw the Bright being, his Killing Heart was calmed down almost instantly. 

There were no songs and mantras that resonates with the Universe vibration but just by looking at the 

Bright Being figure, his killing heart, his desirous nature was calmed. 

Some people used songs and mantras to calm the Killing Heart of Seresian demons. 

And most of them would not work for a long time. 

The stronger a Seresian demon had become, the harder for them to be calmed down by mere normal 

song or mantras that take advantage of the vibration of the Universe 



It is what keep a Seresian demon power high. Their Killing heart is their desire. It is what gives them a 

potent killing intent 

But one look at the Master of Life and he could not help but calm his heart unintentionally. 

His heart feels peaceful like he is in one of the Awakened One Blessed Lands 

He tries to see the face of the Bright being. 

What he sees however is only light. The face of the Creator is shrouded with lights that blinds him. In 

that blindness, he felt humbled and he felt guilt and feeling the desire to atone. 

And then images and scenes play out in his mind. 

And this scene is torturing him with guilt and feeling he did not know he had before. 

The Creator encourage life and abhor destruction. As such, the Creator abhors him. Not because he 

doesn’t pray, worship him or because he did evil things 

It is because he came to creation and he destroys. And because of that, he could not see. 

BOOOM! A sound of explosion split apart the wind and created storms as another strike from above is 

coming down toward Balfor. 

Balfor move. 

But he did not move consciously. It is like an instinctive movement. He moves a bit and the strike arrived 

and with a cuttings sound, Balfor feet was cut off. 

But Balfor did not shriek in pain. The blood is dripping from the stump on his thigh, as his lower part of 

his foot is falling to the ground 

The pain that travels all over his nerve because of that slash brought him out from that illusion and he 

manage to get ahold of himself. 

Before Balfor could even stabilizes himself, the blast from that slash arrived. Balfor raised his arm to 

block that blast. 

But like a fierce storm, the killing intent that acted like some kind of shield in front of Balfor was swept 

away easily 

BOOOM! 

Like the sound of a nuclear explosion, Balfor landed on the hard ground that used to be the seabed of a 

sea 

A large eruption of land occurs. 

The moment he crashed to the ground, the entire area was depressed thirty feet deep, creating large 

cracks and trenches all over the area 

It creates a powerful tremor all over the radius of three hundred kilometers, shaking mountain and hills, 

causing the waves of the sea to become turbulent 



Dust and smoke rises to the atmosphere preventing sunlight from the cosmos from reaching that part of 

the world. 

The temperature around that area drops. The blow and the shockwave from the attack could causes an 

entire city to be destroyed 

And that is because Balfor had already minimize the impact by raising his arm to block it. If not the 

shockwave from him slammed down on the ground by that blast could flatten a small country 

The ground appears like it was being impacted by some fast meteor that slam down from space. 

Some of the ground area exploded up into the air and went to space before falling back into the 

atmosphere in the form of flaming balls of fire. 

Balfor was dazed and a dep gash appears all over his body, wound spurted out from the small holes of 

wound, jettisoning upwards from the opening. 

But Balfor…. his eyes are always looking at the scene. 

Chapter 883: Trump card 

Azief on the other hand is feeling the burden of the Wheel. But he did not stop. he could not stop now 

seeing that the Demon King is not yet dead. 

He must keep going. 

His entire body is now overtaxed to the max. This is what happens when one that is in the Divine 

Comprehension realm is fighting against a leveler who is a higher realm than him 

He had to use all he had. And all he had is now giving him a burden. 

He is trying to go over his limit. 

Azief gritted his teeth and his entire body is trembling. 

His face is pale and one could 

His hair seems overcharged with thunder and lightning and the golden sky above his head is becoming 

dimmer. 

Thunders and lightning strike upon Balfor as the Will of the World cooperate with Azief in attacking the 

Demon King 

But Balfor didn’t seem to notice. 

He still wanted to see the image. 

Balfor had lost two of his arms. His horn is broken as energy leaked from it and merge with the 

surrounding and absorbed by the Will of the World. 

His right foot had been cut off. 

He is possibly in a very desperate circumstance 
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But he still didn’t seem to care. 

This behavior did not escape Azief eyes even as he prepares another blast. 

At first, he took the action of the Demon King as an opportunity. After all, there is not more 

advantageous opportunity in battle, other than your enemy not paying attention. 

But right now, there is something weird about the Demon King. He is too nonchalant about his own life. 

This does not fit with the Demon King. At least, Azief believe that the demon King had a strong will. The 

demon King desire his Ten Eternal Rings. 

And he might even desire the All Source on Earth. 

How could he be this entranced by the scene of the Wheel? 

Azief suddenly felt a bad premonition. 

But he doesn’t know why he is feeling this. he examined his thoughts. Maybe, he is nearing 

enlightenment? 

No, Azief thought. It doesn’t seem like it. 

But even though Azief had the full advantage right now for some reason he did not know why there is 

bad premonition in his heart right now. 

he doesn’t know how to explain it. 

He raises the sword again. 

Another surge of power come into his body as his veins popped off. 

Each strike he had slashed down dim one of his laws. He had struck three times. Three of the thirteen 

laws that he had learned has dimmed. 

He had used laws to cut Laws. 

He could not keep doing this. As each Laws dimmed, his body also is getting weaker. 

But he could not stop either, especially at this point. There is a pressure around his body. 

‘Down’ he thought to himself as the pressure stay back from him. 

This pressure had no solid form. But Azief could felt it. His Cosmic Laws, the few laws that he could still 

use at this moment is holding back that pressure. 

But Azief is beginning to felt the pain coursing through his entire being. 

He is holding it down. He almost coughed up blood because of the pressure on his Seed and his Laws. 

The pressure did not attack his physical body. It attacks what would inflict his body with the most pain. 

The Laws that he had cultivated is the target of this pressure. 



It is like the Laws that he had cultivated is being grinded away. It is hard to explain how that pain felt or 

how debilitating it is for him. 

It is not that the Wheel wanted to punish him. It is the price. The Wheel of Reincarnation and Rebirth 

are a very powerful object. 

It is refined by all kinds of energies in the world and who knows how many worlds are in the Wheel. 

In the past Azief could only summon the Wheel of Rebirth. But now he could summon the Wheel of 

Rebirth and Reincarnation. 

It is not that they have two wheels. It is the attribute of which he could summon. In the past, he could 

only summon the Rebirth attribute. 

But now, because his power had grown he could summon the Reincarnation part and he could now 

actively enter and went outside the Wheel. 

Of course, the amount of energy he had to use to maintain the operation of the Wheel is enormous. It 

would not be that overpowered if the amount of energy needed is only a little. 

But he ignored it with a scoff. 

He slashes down again and this time his entire arm blackened and pain wrecked his right arm as another 

bout of energy is heading toward Balfor. 

BOOM! Another bout of energy exploded from the tip of his sword, causing the area to experience a 

space collapse. 

The particles around the area begins contraction and draw mater inward toward the blast of the energy. 

And that powerful energy is now creating a remnant trail across the sky like some kind of stellar 

remnant. 

While Azief had slash four times, the whole world is just seeing that Azief is now just about to begin his 

first strike. 

The time and space around the area was distorted. 

If you view it from other side, it is two strikes. If you view it from another side, Azief had just finished his 

first strike. Look at another side, Azief is just about to slash down his first strike 

Time and Space was distorted and as such the perception of the battle when viewing form, a different 

vantage point would also be distorted. 

Only those who were at the same level as Azief could see the true time of the battle. 

The wind howls and thunder and lightning accompanying that howl. 

But even thunder and lightning could not reach the area. 

The moment they tried to enter the area where Azief and the Demon King is fighting, they would be 

shredded by the vortex of chaotic energy all over the area of one hundred kilometers around each of 

this two combatant. 



Balfor on the other hand just glance at the sword strike that is about to come on him. 

he glances at it but he then ignores it and look at the image on Azief back 

Nothing seems to be able to force him to avert his gaze from that image. Balfor could feel the vibration 

of matter around him. He understood the risk. 

And even before the strike arrived at him, he could feel that he would not get out of it unscathed. 

But he still didn’t do any offensive measures. What he glances was not the sword strike that Azief had 

executed but the rings on his fingers. 

The Ten Eternal Rings. The very same rings that had become the reason why he had come out from the 

Imperial Palace and risk it all. 

A simple task of eliminating one single human for the ultimate prize had now become a momentous task 

for him. 

And he might possibly lose a lot more than he could gain. 

But Balfor is not anxious at all. 

‘I still have one trump card’ he thought to himself. 

Balfor is not an idiot. He might like to be enlightened. But he doesn’t want to die. He carries the hope of 

his race. 

As such, he could not die. 

This is battle of wills between Azief and the Demon King. 

One had to kill to atone. 

The other had to survive to atone. 

Balfor was one of the Demon that went and storm the Capital of the Seresian Imperial Palace. 

With the death of the Demon Emperor, the Seresian world is experiencing decline that had never been 

seen before 

The Demon Emperor did not let his essence to be used by the Will of the World of the Seresian world 

and instead would rather scattered his laws and essence toward the Omniverse. 

His tiny revenge that had large effect over the years toward the Seresian world. this content of 
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Who would have thought that the Demon Emperor was the one holding and propping up the Heaven of 

the Seresian world? 

His death marked the decline of the Seresian world. And that actually could have been averted. If 

another Seresian Demon King had the rings. 



As such Balfor had a plan when he first come out from the portal. That plan had changed after fighting 

the human. 

He understood one thing. 

He had underestimated the human. 

The entire world is now suppressing him. 

And he knew that his desire to take the Ten Eternal rings had failed. 

He wanted to run to space but the Orvanians was there encircling the world. The moment he got up into 

space, who knows what kind of weapon would hit him 

The only reason that the Orvanians did not carpet bomb the entire planet is because there is so many 

lives inside this world 

As they claimed to be a race that hated war and senseless murder and killing, they trap him here, 

knowing that the human could make work of him. 

He wanted to return back home, but the sword strike had sealed him. It was too late for him to retreat 

at this moment 

Luckily, before all of that happened, he had cut his index finger with his thumb finger. Thinking of this, 

there is a smirk on his face 

That blood that falls toward the dry seabed is his trump card. 

He had a premonition that he could not win against this human in this Earth. 

This human possesses to many home advantages. 

So he could only rely on his trump card and right now, his trump card is waiting for the opportune 

moment. 

His death…. might not be the end. And thinking of this he could be calm. 

Chapter 884: The sky and the earth in chaos 

Since he already had a trump card, he is now more interested in the scene that is behind Azief. 

He had to gain something from this journey to this Earth. 

As such, even when he only has a few last breaths, his eyes keep looking at the scene. 

His mind blocks out any other sound and he shut off his pain receptors. He wanted to engrave and etch 

every single scene that he saw from the projection to his mind. 

He did not know what would he gain but he knew that there must be something in it. A certain profound 

truth of Creation and Destruction. 

He looks again at the Creator even as the sword strike is coming even closer to him. 

In that span of less than a second, his eyes could see the scene moving again. 
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His heart moves and so the scene move. If his heart did not move, then the scene would probably not 

move. 

And as such, the image might be different for each person that views it. This is the flash thought that 

suddenly dawned on him in that moment. 

Balfor did not took his time of looking at the Creator face 

He averts his gaze from the Creator face almost immediately. He did not dare to see it a second time and 

be trapped in that illusion again. 

It is clear that these two beings face is not something he could view. There is a famous saying in the 

Universe. 

That is to see the face of God, is to see madness. Instead he focusses on the Creator appearance other 

than His face 

The Creator is garbed in light particles. Light, this intangible property is sewn for Him to wear. 

Life blossoms around the Creator like a season of blooming of flowers that would never end. 

The destruction of the Universe that is precipitated by the Destroyer is reversed when it nears the 

Creator. 

Universe would progress, life would blossom and creation prospers. 

The Creator is the antithesis of the Destroyer, the opposite of him, yet at the same time the balance that 

the Omniverse needed 

The Creator waves his fingers and stars appears out of nowhere, form by the unlimited essence of 

creation that comes out from the Creator fingers. 

Around each stars, there is planets that also appeared. Millions of planets appeared 

Creation bloomed easily. Peace and all kinds of clam emotions fills Balfor heart. 

And then the scene dissipated, the path of the Wheel closed and Balfor was broken out from the scene. 

Like he is being sucked out form that scene, he once again realizes where he is and in what situation he 

is facing right now 

He then saw the Wheel shrouded with golden light and a powerful sword strike that is heading towards 

him only inches from his face 

The moment he saw the sword strike that is about to reach him, an understanding dawned on him 

‘I am going to die under this human hand’ But he did not scream. 

And he doesn’t seem afraid. Because he had remembered that scene. He would still have a chance. 

The Demon king did not even seem to care that he is about to die. 

Azief who was in the air with his entire hand trembling, did not understand the feeling of the Demon 

King. 



When he releases his fourth strike, almost all of his Laws had dimmed at the same time. 

The pressure on his body multiplied tenfold and he felt like his body is being poisoned by some powerful 

corrosive substance 

Azief had decided to end it with the fourth slash. Because the bad premonition in his heart grew 

stronger and stronger 

He decided to activate all the power he could and delivered a powerful strike enough to finish the 

Demon King. 

He had tested the Demon king endurance and life force with his three strikes. 

He knew how much power needed to kill the Demon King. As such, four of his Laws immediately 

dimmed as he slashes down. 

The last sword strike was shot down. 

A tyrannical energy filled the area around the Demon King, depressing the land again, creating more 

trenches and abyss because of the pressure upon the surface of the ground. 

Cracking lines stretch across the land and collapses the land creating deep dark rift heading to nowhere. 

The force that the sword strike unleashed also seal the space all over. Space contracts and the air 

become supercharged with heat that it distorts the wind 

Storms appears up in the sky sweeping all things. 

A gigantic apparition of a divine sword appears in the sky that pressured all existence. 

It did not yet slash down but it already sealed all space, cut all Laws and render the Demon king 

immobile. 

The waves of the sea rages and fire storms appears in the middle of the ocean nearby the site of the 

battle. 

Some parts of the ocean that was freeze over in the surface, is experiencing cracks as the surface melted 

because of the external heat 

A thousand different thing happens at a thousand different location because of the sudden heat and 

sometime sudden cold that throws the balance of everything into disorder. 

The blast of energy that comes from Azief sword strike is about to impact the whole world as the 

shockwave from the sword strike would surely create a massive destruction all over the world this 
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And someone is looking at this with concern on the other side of the world. 

Surrounded by Time energies this person is none other than Jean. His eyes still have that pointer. 

And there is wound all over his body that is quickly regenerating. His face is also pale. 



‘He is making it hard for me’ 

Trying to make sure that the world did not truly edges toward the brink of destruction had taken a toll 

on him 

He had used a lot of his energies to nullify most of the shockwave of the battle between Azief and the 

Demon King. 

Most of it is achieved by him taking the Time of Destruction and superimposed it with the Time Before 

the Destruction and neutralized the effect a bit. 

But of course, even he could not neutralize all of it. 

Because he could do this kind of borrowing Time of the past to nullify the Future only on certain parts of 

the world. 

If not for his efforts, there would probably be more destruction. 

Even though those that are left on the world right now is mostly Seed Forming and Disk Formation 

leveler, even they could not withstand the pressure of the battle without being unscathed. 

That is why he is frowning looking at the sword strike. 

Unlike Azief and the Demon King, Jean is still in his Law Avatar form. His titanic body is standing tall; his 

feet is deep in the seabed. 

His head is above the clouds. 

And if he looks up, he could easily see the stars above the sky and if he wanted to he could grab the 

stars above. 

He is still gigantic and he had been accumulating energy inside his body. 

The moment he saw the sword strike that is about to land on the Demon King, he sighed. 

He looks at another direction and he could see the many people in the distance. 

‘They would not be able to withstand it’ Some of the people he saw, he knew. There is Sina close to the 

battlefield. 

She must have come there in the hopes of helping Azief. 

Jean admire the tenacity. Even though it is pointless. After all, even he could not help much. What could 

a Seed Formation realm leveler do to help? 

With one look, Jean could see that the Disk Formation realm that Sina is emanating right now is fake. 

It must have something to do with her ability to concoct miraculous alchemical substance to become a 

Disk Formation leveler. 

Disk Formation leveler had Disk. 

This disk is formed from one Seed. The Seed is there but the Disk is not yet formed. 



With his cultivation as a Divine Comprehension realm, he could easily see things like this. 

So, Sina could not hide. And she did not even know that is being watched right now. 

Maybe, she had also unleashed a strike toward the Demon King during that moment where Azief had 

slash down his fourth strike. 

Or maybe she misses her chance. Jean sighed. 

He knows the genius Alchemist personally. Even though they both rarely met face to face, they use to 

communicate with letters. 

Of course the letters are not like normal letter. 

It is like a messenger system like Signal or Telegram apps in the past. With a touch of magic. 

Then, he looks at another direction and there is Wang Jian and his wife beside him. There is also the 

other famous two generals of Pandemonium Athena and Freya 

All of them seems to be enduring great pressure that some of them could not help but kneels on the 

ground and some other could not even kneel and sprawled out there on the ground, their body seem to 

be trembling because of the fact that the sky is falling upon them 

To Jean, he is not restrained by such thing. 

The weight of the sky falling did not even give him an itch. It is like he is outside of the world pressure. 

This is the power of having the ability to control the Laws. Around him, the Laws of the world is stable. 

And what it means by around him is the area of one meter around his body which he fortified using his 

own Laws. Time around this one-meter distance is stable, and true. 

Chapter 885: Shield of time 

Jean then turned his gaze to looks to the east. 

On the other side of the world, he saw the Lotus Palace, surrounded by apparition of golden and white 

lotuses that is spinning over the sky of the Lotus Palace 

Each lotuses seems to emanated a repelling force that forces the pressure to decrease. 

There is a character writing in each of the lotuses. Of course, if you are not proficient in the arts of 

protection formations and arrays formation, it would be hard to see the character writing 

White cranes flew above the clouds, eating the pressure. 

It is clear that these white cranes are not normal cranes as it could even eat energies of the world. 

His Time Avatar appears outside of the Lotus Palace and he just nodded toward the Emperor of Wei. 

With that nod, Emperor of Wei acknowledge that he would not do anything to him. Jean expected to 

see Lee Sangmin back in Lotus Palace. 

But he did not see him. Of course, Jean had found out that Lee Sangmin is not alone 
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He had noticed that Warp is also with the Arrayist Sage. 

He looks at another direction and he could that there are the core members of the African Alliance all 

seems to be using their artifact to try to resist the pressure. 

And all around the world, such scene could be seen. 

Even though the whole world had become bigger, it is amazing that even with this size, Azief strike blast 

would be able to reach every parts of the world. because….it is Laws of the world. 

Distance did not mean anything when you reached Divine Comprehension. 

After all, a Divine Comprehension leveler could confidently travel the cosmos without fearing anything. 

Essence Creation leveler like the demon king is rare in the Universe. 

Of course there is millions of Essence Creation levelers in the cosmos. 

But that is small when you consider that there are more planets than stars and there is centillion of life 

forms out there. 

Jean uses his eyes and Time moves in his vision. 

His eyes are now envisioning the future, simulating the future with the least discrepancies after taking 
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He could see the extent of the damage that strike would affect the world if it’s not minimized. And all he 

could see was destruction. 

That is what he would see if he did not minimize the damage of the strike. 

Life was cut off, and everything withers and death aura fill the world. 

Of course, he also saw the blooming of life after that considering the fact that the energy would then be 

reabsorbed back into the Will of the world. 

But the damage affected many living beings and then Jean closes his eyes and opening it back, he is back 

at the current time 

He gritted his teeth and said 

‘I wish he would not make it this hard for me’ He knows what he needed to do. 

He closes his eyes as energy swirls around him and his hand. 

‘Reverse. Accelerate. Away. Return. Stop’ this is the word that he utters. 

Of course, the words that came out from his mouth is not the word of Earth. 

Instead it is an ancient word from an ancient language 

But even when spoken, the meaning of it is transmitted clearly to those who could hear it. 

It is like a universal language. 



Even if you do not eland the word, you could understand it. 

Jean himself did not know what language he spoke. 

He only knew that the moment he could control Time; he could speak this language. This language is 

none other than the language of the Etherna 

And what he said is some kind of programing. He is programming time to move according to that set of 

orders. 

Like some kind of smart contract 

He raises both of his hand and then a shield appeared around him. These shields are glowing with 

purplish and green colors with matrixes design that intersected each other. 

It was four shield in the beginning. These four shield cover four areas. 

The four area is the west, north, south and east of the direction of the battle. He took the Time where 

the area is calm and undamaged and superimposed it on the shield. 

He then waved his hand and the shield flew millions of miles away to reach the site of the battle. 

The distance between the shield and the site of the battle is merely twenty kilometers away. 

And then the shield expanded as a string-like energy chained each other, creating a circle like 

transparent dome, embedded with Time and Space Laws 

Jean become even paler but he had managed to create the shield around the area of the battle even as 

he could see a bubble of energy that is ballooning forward and is about to hit the Time Shield that he 

had created. 

Jean created this shield so that the impact of the battle would only destroy the Shield and not the entire 

world. 

With the kind of power that Azief is summoning right now, it might be possible for him to destroy one 

third of the world area. 

Jean erected these four shield in a matter of seconds. 

But he did not stop erecting it. 

he knows this is not enough. More shield appears all over the area, creating a double layer shield around 

the four main shield. 

These shield is all having some matrix design that intersected with each other and circles each other. 

The scene is like the whole area of the battle seems to be covered with matrixes and these matrixes is 

merging with each other creating more matrixes and even morph into unrecognizable symbols that 

seems to changes the properties of space and time around it. 

Jean then close his eyes. 



But his eyes could still see everything. Because as long as there is Time, and as long as he could control 

that Time, he could see through any place that have Time flowing in it. 

His aura grew as green and purplish mist swirls around him from his toe to his head. 

And from this mist, his Time Avatar were formed. Each of his Time Avatar is formed from Time energies. 

There were all Jean and there are thousands of himself, floating in the air. 

And the moment they appeared, they immediately make their move. 

They all have their targets and the moment they take their first step, the space and time around them 

bends as they disappeared from the area. 

Jean Law Avatar is still there, standing still like some kind of statue. There is no aura of Time around him 

as all of it was used to create his Time Avatars. 

His Time Avatar had disappeared from that area of the Law Avatar and instead appearing in many places 

of the world where there is congregation of people. 

He appears at the Island of Peace and Hirate flew out from the Quorum buildings and stood beside him 

He appears atop the Storm Tide and look at the man wearing the demon mask, the leader of the League 

of Freedom and erected pillars of time all around the four tortoise 

The four tortoise roars like a lion and a powerful shield also appears around the four tortoise. Narleod 

only smiles and Jean only took a slight glance and then said 

‘The Republic would send an inquiry about the device that you hid on the Moon’ Jean said without 

looking at Narleod 

‘I’m prepared’ said Narleod 

Then they no longer talk to each other as Jean erect more shield around the South American continent. 

The continent is larger than before; the Amazon forest has also become bigger. If one looks at all the life 

forms that have appeared in this continent and how the geographical position had changed, it would be 

hard to conclude that this is the South American continent 

But, Jean could still recognize some known feature of the continent like the Amazon forest that is unique 

among all the forest in the world. 

Jean also appears at the African Alliance Adroa River, the mystical artifact that would manifested a river 

that stretches all over from the Bandiagara Escarpment to the skies of the four direction 

The moment he appears the Adroa River reacted to him and the power of the river is about to strike him 

down 

But a person raises his staff and the killing intent from the river calmed down. 

That river is the reason why they could withstand the earlier blast. But Jean knows this next blast of 

shockwave that is about to erupt would blow away the river easily 



And then it would swallow the city whole. 

The Disk Formation might get out of this with some injuries but those in the Seed Formation realm 

would probably suffer grievous injury and the damage to the new continent would be unimaginable. 

He appears and saw Kairu, the most influential politician in the African Alliance. Kairu had curly thick hair 

and large body, wearing a black onyx armor. 

There is wound on his face, with golden blood dripping down from the wound on his cheek and parts of 

the armor on the front had been crushed. 

He is battered but he is still standing there being a pillar of support for the people that believed in him 

Jean did not have to say too much word. 

The moment he arrived, the pressure around the African Alliance city of gold had its pressure reduced. 

Matrixes formations appears all around the city and relieved some of the pressure 

Time slowed down and as such the particles that causes this pressure also slow down 

Jean Time Avatar look at Kairu and then said 

‘I will borrow the River power’ Kairu nodded as he throws his staff toward him and Jean receive it. 

The moment he holds the staff he could feel the mystical power of the river flows all inside him 

‘I believe in your honor, Time Monarch’ Kairu said and then he sat down on the ground, and closing his 

eyes as he is healing himself using the energy of the world 

Jean only smiles and began channeling the river power to help him created a large barrier all over the 

city of gold 

A purple greenish dome covers the whole city and time inside the city and time outside the city seems to 

experience changes. 

The river water flew into the air and shrouded the dome and then it hardens, creating a powerful barrier 

that is powered by a creation aura. 

At the same time, he also appears in front of Katarina. He just suddenly appears from out of nothing. 

He looks at her and he smiles a bit 

‘Ice Queen. Beautiful as ever’ he thought to himself. 

Chapter 886: Appearing everywhere 

Katarina is floating on the air, sitting on top of a floating snowflake, as she is seemingly charging her 

energy 

Katarina was startled for a second before regaining back her calm in almost an instant. 

‘Time Avatar?’ she asks. 
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Jean and Katarina always see each other in the Senate hall so while they could not call themselves close 

friend they are colleagues in the Senate Hall. 

So, they are quite familiar with each other. 

‘High Chancellor’ Jean simply said 

Katarina reply 

‘The Senate is not in session’ then she said 

‘Thank you’ Jean only smiles as he stood in front of Katarina, and creating matrixes of time to cover the 

area. 

In this area, there is no other leveler other than Jean and Katarina. But Jean still use one of his Time 

Avatar to protect her. 

Because Azief had made him promise that he would take good care of Katarina while he fought with the 

Demon King. 

And there is also the fact that she is the High Chancellor of the Republic. Even without the Demon King 

she has many enemies and people that want her dead. 

And she is right now in a vulnerable position. Jean could see with a glance that she had used a lot of her 

power. 

If anyone attack her right now, she would be easily defeated. Jean could guess that she must have 

overused her powers to help Azief. 

He only sighed but Katarina ignored him 

‘You don’t regret?’ Jean avatar asked 

Katarina simply reply 

‘I did it…because I don’t want to regret’ 

Jean smiles, nodded and then began erecting Time Shield around the hill. 

His Time Avatar also appears in front of Sofia. 

Sofia was on the ground sitting cross legged, trying to get up. The moment Jean Time Avatar arrived 

Sofia could feel the burden on her body was released and she could get up. 

She saw Jean and she saw the tens of thousands of matrix formation on the sky covering the area 

It relieves the burden not only form her but form the other members of the Island of Peace that was 

transported here. 

They were transported toward the Antarctica continent but because of the expansion of the world, they 

are far away from the protected city of the Order of Thinkers 

Jean bows a bit toward Sofia and said 



‘Divine Archer’ Then he bows a bit toward Raymond 

‘Earthshaker’ 

‘Time Monarch’ Raymond reply nodding his head and quickly said 

‘Thank you for the assistance’ 

Jean nodded and then looking at Sofia he said 

‘Your boyfriend is making me work hard’ Sofia did not say anything. She only has a complicated 

expression on her face and then she asks 

‘He’s okay?’ 

‘As okay as he can be’ Jean said. She then asks 

‘Should I use my arrow?’ 

Jean look at her and he sighed. 

‘It is too late.’ 

Sofia frowned 

‘He wins?’ 

Jean answer 

‘He won’ 

Hearing this, the worried expression on her face is wiped away and then she nodded 

‘Then, that’s good enough. What should I do?’ she asks Jean 

Jean simply said 

‘Stay here’ Sofia frowned and then ask 

‘I could not help?’ 

‘No’ the exchange between them is very fast and very simple. 

But Sofia understood and she did not push it. 

She stays down. 

And then she closes her eyes. She could see in that brief moment when she stood up, a bubble of energy 

forming in the distance. Like a sun that is about to explode. 

She knows she could not do anything. Instead, her action might even distract Azief at this point of time. 

Jean would not lie to her. As long as he is safe, that is enough. Sofia could not see that the battle had 

already ended. The world is just seeing the second strike 



She only sit, close her eyes and accumulate her energy so that she could heal her injury. Jean smiles but 

also felt complicated. 

The Divine Archer and the Ice Queen. Jean don’t know whether Death Monarch is lucky or unlucky 

Then Jean looks back at Raymond and then sighed. Raymond knows that Jean was not satisfied with him 

but he braced his heart 

‘Raymond…you slack off too much’ 

That is the first word that comes out from his mouth. The surrounding soldiers around the area look at 

Jean with unkind expression. 

But they do not dare do anything else other than glaring at him. 

Since Jean is now helping them. 

Jean continued his word 

‘It does not matter that you were overtaken by Hikigaya. But…. did you forget what happen during the 

Weronian Occupation? We both saw what happen…we saw what happen if we are weak. I hope that 

today you would remember the feeling you are feeling right now. If you were able to breakthrough 

today, then more lives could be saved, more damage could be minimized’ 

Jean could not help but lecture Raymond. 

Jean and Raymond might stand at different organization and even a rival one at that. 

But…. people forget that before Jean joined the Republic he is also once a member of the World 

Government. And he knows Raymond. 

And during the Weronian War, he and Raymond even fought side by side, organizing a resistance against 

the Weronian Occupation. 

It is very sad that today, when a crisis hit the world and Raymond could not do anything. 

If Raymond had not slack off and also become a Divine Comprehension leveler, then they could 

minimize the damage even more. 

This is the thought that occurs in Jean thought the moment he saw Raymond. 

But even though he is lecturing Raymond he did not forget to strengthen the shield of time that he had 

erected all over the area. 

On another part of the world, Jean appears before Lee Sangmin and Warp. This time, Jean had able to 

locate these two with his Time Laws. 

Warp did not seem to be shocked when he saw Jean suddenly appearing in front of him. Instead, it 

almost seems like he was anticipating Jean appearing. 

Warp pupils right now is very bizarre. His pupil is spiraling inside his eyes. And wherever he gazes, 

causes the space around it to disintegrate and restricted itself. 



if one looks closely at his eyes, one would be sucked into that spiral. The spiral stopped the moment 

Jean look back at that eye. And Jean had a wide smile looking at it. 

Warp frowned a bit. But he did not say anything toward Jean. Jean had never liked Warp. He did not like 

what Warp stand for and who he is protecting. 

But this is not time for personal feeling to get in the way 

Lee Sangmin did not notice this as he looks toward Jean and bow a bit 

‘Time Monarch’ Lee Sangmin said as he is coughing blood. Around him, red blood is pooling on the 

ground. 

His hair is grey, his hand is trembling and his skin is full of wrinkles. It appears like he had aged 

considerably. Jean quickly related this to the price of creating the Mirror Dimension. 

Jean look at the blood pooling on the ground and his eyebrows is raised. 

‘Red’ Jean simply said 

‘Divinity’ Lee Sangmin answer. Jean took only one second to understand what Lee Sangmin means by 

divinity. 

‘To create such a miraculous dimension…it takes divinity?’ 

And judging from the condition of Lee Sangmin right now, it did not only take an essence of divinity but 

also his longevity, his life force and his energy 

Normal Disk Formation leveler would cough up golden blood. Not red. 

‘A world’ Warp reply, bringing Jena out of his thoughts. 

‘With a set of its own rules…’Warp added. 

Jean added another sentence 

‘Would require a steep price.’ Sangmin nodded as he coughed again and more blood coming out from 

his mouth. 

Jean look at Warp expecting him to also suffer some kind of side effect but then he remembers the 

spirals. 

It is not against me; he is teleporting the properties of the effect to another place. Understanding 

dawned on Jean mind. 

Warp could even do that. 

Quite ingenious. 

It is not that Warp did not suffer any price after creating such dimension. It is that he could handle it 

better than Lee Sangmin 

‘I could not maintain it for long now’ Sangmin simply said to Jean 



Jean nodded. 

‘Your contribution would not be forgotten. You have helped a lot of people. I estimated millions would 

have died if not for your decision. You deserve some kind of compensation. This would drain this avatar 

a bit but I think it is worth it’ he said 

Then Jean take a step forward and he appears right in front of Warp and Lee Sangmin. 

Lee Sangmin was shocked for a second before he managed to pretend that he was not startled at all. 

Jean only smiles. 

‘I could see you now’ Jean said as he looks deep at Warp eyes. In the past, Warp had always been able 

to escape Time. 

But now? Now, Jean could see everything. 

His Time could not be deceived. 

This is the difference between lifeforms. The moment Jean become a Divine Comprehension leveler, he 

had ascended the ladder of advanced beings. 

Warp only look and stare at him but he did not say anything. 

‘Look at him’ Jean smiles and then put his hand on Lee Sangmin body. this content of novelfullbook.com, 
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His Divinity returns back to him. 

His Time was reversed. The grey hair, the pale face, the wrinkles on his skin, all of it is going away and 

then Lee Sangmin could feel that there is a Law entering the Mirror Dimension. 

A Law of Time and Space. Jean was analyzing the composition of the Mirror Dimension. 

The Mirror Dimension is separated from the real dimension by a thin film of fabric of reality. 

One could think of it as an invisible curtain. 

Only those who knows that the curtain is there could open the curtain. 

At the same time Jean helps reverse the harmful effect of creating the Mirror Dimension, he is also 

taking the chance to get some benefits. 

It is clear Lee Sangmin ideas of creating a separate dimension would help in the long run if there is ever 

such event happening again. 

It took Jean only a few second to understand it all and then he releases his hand from Lee Sangmin 

shoulder. 

Then he turns his face from them and stand in front of them as the initial wave of the blast is about to 

come to the area. 



‘Do not worry’ Jean simply said as thousands of matrix formation appears in the sky and absorbed all the 

large debris and the large tsunamis that is about to just hit them 

Jean is now using his time Avatar to protect all the people that is in his sight. And those that is in his 

sight is tens of thousands people. 

Most of them is Seed Forming leveler and there is a few hundred Disk Formation leveler most of which 

had never reveal themselves to the world 

Chapter 887: An unwelcome guest 

His Law Avatar is still at the ocean, but his time Avatar is everywhere. The moment he arrives at those 

places, he created more time shield 

Each time shield had some kind of resonance with each other. 

If one looks at it from space, one would be able to see that the world is covered by some kind of purplish 

and greenish lights that glows on and off. 

Like a firefly in the night 

Everyone was shocked with the sudden appearance of Jean. Right now, Jean did not even think about 

the differences between their factions or the interest of his organization. 

This is a battle between the world and the forces that wanted to destroy it. There is no need to think of 

factional or organization differences. 

He would try to protect all he can. And he would use his Time power to do it. 

At the same time, the wave of destruction finally descends down toward the Demon king 

The land exploded even before the sword strike arrive at the Demon King. All of the things in the sky was 

cut down. All kinds of particles were turned into nihility 

The entire might of the Universe comes toward the Demon king. The Demon King saw it and then he 

smiles. 

As the sword strike come closer to him, he laughed. 

There is no fear at all in his eyes 

‘This is weird’ Azief thought to himself. Even though his strike created large storms around the area he 

could still see clearly the laughing face of the Demon King 

Azief felt that premonition of disaster grew stronger. He did not understand it. 

BOOM! 

The sword strike arrived and the sword strike cut through the Demon King body. 

It crashed for a second, and then it pierces the Demon King body easily. The hard shell exterior of the 

Demon King body cracks before the sword strike cut the fleshy part of the Demon King 

The sword energy engulfs him and cut him into two 
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But then at that moment, the Demon King raise his aura to the max and the moment he died, a burst of 

energy exploded out into the world. 

This aura exploded upwards reaching space and wherever it passes, it changes the properties of the 

Laws of the World and created spirals like winds that go on to create a chaotic energy storms. 

Even Azief could not have guessed that such thing could happen. The waves of energy also blast toward 

Azief. 

But most of the energy was absorbed by the Wheel spinning on top of Azief head. The Demon King last 

act was laughing. 

His laugh echoes through the entire world, but drowned by the sound of the calamity that resulted from 

the blast of energy 

His body did not disintegrate even after such punishment 

Cut but not destroyed 

Instead, the Demon king left a husk of himself as he closes his eyes and die there. His face is smiling 

A deep gash stretching deep into the underground appeared in the area. This deep gash could fill an 

entire mountain inside it and still have room to space 

Particles of energy floated up into the surrounding as the energy from the death of an Essence Creation 

leveler would fills the world with energy 

The strike is causing the entire world to be affected. 

The land shakes with such great intensity that the mountains crumbles, rivers crack and split apart, 

island was engulfed by titanic tidal wave, and causing the already unstable plate tectonic to move 

violently as some continent collided with each other. this content of novelfullbook.com, if you reading 
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Some of this plate tectonic break off and some other merged with each other. The seven great continent 

however is protected by Jean hence there were not many changes. 

Most of the continents that was affected is the new continent that was born during the expansion. 

Underwater volcanoes spew its lavas from the bottom of the ocean to the surface. 

That is the physical impact of the strike. 

The intangible effect is in the fact that the sword strike cut the laws of the world causing weird and 

bizarre phenomenon to occur all around the world. 

Time dilation is the most common. 

Then there is the absence of laws of thermodynamic, the laws of gravity where some parts of the world 

experience zero gravity condition while at some other places, it experiences massive mass contraction, 

causing an entire continent to be contracted until it shrinks into nothingness. 

That is only a few example of the chaos that was created from that last sword strike. 



Even though the dust, Azief could confirm that the Demon King, Balfor Q’un is dead. There is no life 

force from the Demon King husk. 

But Azief…. could not remain at ease 

‘Am I…missing something?’ he thought to himself. 

At the same time that the powerful energy exploded out from the bubble and reached toward all the 

corners of the world, the time Shield that was erected by Jean exploded into motes of light 

It could not even stand the pressure for a second but Jean was not anxious. He had expected it. 

But as the Shield exploded, the pressure decreases. 

And on the many places of the world where Jean time Avatar is present, he is protecting the people 

below Divine Comprehension with his Time Shield 

Everywhere the pressure of that attack is minimized and is slowly being pacified. The curtain to this 

calamitous day seems like it would be about to end 

At the same time, on that place where snow falls on top of a cliff, a portal suddenly appeared causing 

change in the weather. 

The snow stops suddenly. It did not stop falling. It stops in midair like time was sealed by some foreign 

energy 

Katarina who was floating on the air atop her snowflake opens her eyes as there is a disturbance in the 

energy around her. 

This appeared a few second before Azief strike hit the Demon king. 

The moment that someone comes out from that portal, the strike hit the Demon king a million miles 

away and the pressure exploded and covered the whole world with its shockwave. 

Coming out from the portal is Balfor Q’un, the Demon King of the Seresian world. 

He smiles look at that scene of his original body being cut and simply said 

‘I told you, it is not easy to kill me’ But this Balfor Q’un is only in Divine Comprehension level. Katarina 

was the first one that notices his appearance because she was the closest 

Jean also notices it and he was shocked 

‘How could you be here?’ That is his first thought. 

‘Shit’ at this time, Jean quickly reached a conclusion. 

The Demon King target is probably Katarina. Because Katarina is Azief important person. 

He didn’t know how the Demon King found that out. But he knows that he must not let the Demon King 

do anything to Katarina. 



‘Hyargh!’ Jean moves forward as the Time around him spirals out of control, the force of energy blast 

that comes from the battle between Azief and Balfor on the other side of the world is now running 

amuck around the Hill as Jean no longer constrain it 

He punches toward the Demon King and a wave of energy gathered around his fist, creating Time 

Storms all over the area. 

As he hurls his fist, his entire being appears in front of the Demon King in almost an instant. The space 

around him wrinkles and time experiences a regression. 

His Time Avatar tries to attack Balfor head on. 

Balfor smiles. 

‘You are not worthy enough to fight with me’ he raised his hand and the Laws around the area seems to 

be changing its properties. 

Killing intent rises up and dark red mist suddenly appears and filled the entire area. Then Balfor wave his 

hand and a sharp light seems to morph into being 

Balfor just waved his hand as a dark red saber intent flew toward Jean and cut him into two. 

Jean was shocked. He did not have the chance to do anything. With one wave of his hand, his Time 

Avatar was sliced 

Before he disintegrated into motes of energy, his eyes etched the figure of the Demon King. The Demon 

King has a smirk on his face. 

At the same time, that his Time Avatar is destroyed, Jean Law Avatar form suddenly open his eyes on 

that vast ocean and alarm rises in his heart 

‘Shit’ he said as he turned his head and trained his gaze on that place. 

‘I need to go there now’ he takes a glance to the area where Azief had just killed the Demon King. 

The distance between them two is millions of miles away from each other but Jean could see him like he 

is in front of him. 

But he could not communicate with Azief. 

Noticing this he frowned 

‘That Demon King probably had planned this from the very beginning’ he thought to himself 

Even his Divine Sense is disrupted. 

Jean could guess how the Demon King had planned this plot. 

Chapter 888: The plot of the demon king (1) 

The Demon King must have plotted all of this. 

The energy around the whole world right now is chaotic and that is actually an understatement. Some of 

the Laws of the world went crazy and wild, creating weird phenomenon that affects Heaven and Earth 
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It would take time for it to reached an equilibrium. 

This is the perfect moment for the Demon King to do something unnoticed. 

The Demon King death created a blast of energy that shakes the whole world. 

This energy was so potent, so powerful that it disrupts the Laws and the energies all around it. 

On many parts of the world this instability in the energies of the world and the disruption of the very 

basic laws that keep the whole world going had created a lot of chaotic energies storms that ravages the 

whole world 

One of the side effect of this disruption of energy is that it makes anyone unable to easily use any 

energy related abilities 

Of course for Divine Comprehension leveler the effect is only minimal. But one of the things that they 

could not do effectively in such a turbulent energy condition, is to use their Divine Sense 

Even travelling through space and time at this time would be very hard since the Time and Space is also 

in chaotic circumstances 

Jean tries to sender Divine Sense message to Azief. 

But because of the turbulent space disruption, the message that he sent become garbled. One could 

think of it like the sound turns into a static noise. 

When it does reach Azief, it would either be too late or the message would be distorted. Jean clench his 

fist as his eyes seems to spin, akin like a black hole that is about to devour everything. 

Wherevers his pair of eyes look; it is changing the Time around him reversing the distortion. 

But then he stops halfway. 

‘It would be too late by then’ Jean made his decision. 

‘I must try’ he said as he looks toward Katarina area and take a step forward, entering into the chaotic 

channel of Time and Space, trying to bend the distance between him and Katarina 

Meanwhile on that area where the Demon King is appearing, Katarina had jump away from her 

snowflakes. 

She did not even have the time to react before she saw Jean being cut into two. 

With one glance, she knew that the being that appeared in this place and destroy Jean Time Avatar is 

none other than the Demon King 

Of course there is many question in her mind. Why is the Demon King here? Why would he come here? 

But she knew that all of these question did not matter at this moment. 

Katarina immediately felt that something is wrong. 

Her premonition tells her that if she stays at this place even a second longer, she would be in a death 

and life crisis. 



That is why she quickly jump away from her snowflakes. Her snowflakes immediately turn into a small 

icicle the size of a needle and attacks straight toward the Demon King 

But the icicle did not even manage to reach the Demon King body before it disintegrated because of the 

killing intent that is shrouding the Demon King entire body. 

This killing intent had manifest in the form of a thick red mist that is shrouding the entire area. 

There is only one thought in her mind right now 

‘I need to escape’ She kick the ground as the snows around her rises up and created smalls shields that 

connected with each other 

These small shield connected with each other and become bigger. It is structured, latticed and light as a 

feather but possess powerful durability and endurance 

Clouds appears above Katarina head. And hails of ice fall down from the cloud. These hails are sharp like 

a sword and instead of falling down, it moves sideways, aiming toward the Demon King. 

The temperature around the area cooled down almost instantly as Katarina tries to use the energy that 

she had just recovered to escape this calamity. 

The hails of ice attack the red mist but the moment it enters the range of that red mist, these hails turns 

into gas almost immediately. 

The change from hails of ice into water and into gas was so fast that one could only see air rising up 

around the area of the red mist 

Balfor was laughing, looking at this. 

Now, this makes sense he thought to himself. There are not many humans as powerful as Azief. It is not 

that humans are powerful. It is that human is powerful 

Katarina in less than a second had done all of this while at the same time shrouded herself with a mist of 

cold air and ice spikes appears around her, floating around her and circling her like some kind of guard. 

The coldness around the area is generated by her abilities and this coldness clashed with the potent and 

hot killing intent so one could see air rising up around the area, and it creates rains 

The rain when it falls down turns into hails of ice that would attack the Demon king. 

Katarina is also using the coldness around her to freeze anything to atomic level to make it fragile. 

She tried to uses her Ultimate Freeze but for some reason it could not be used. She frowned as she 

understood that this is the application of Laws by the Demon King 

It felt like her movement is very constricted. 

It is a stage that she did not yet reach. She wanted to use her Ultimate Freeze on the Demon King. 

Her Ultimate Freeze ability when used would make her be able to create a world where nothing moves, 

a complete world of stillness. 



Everything would be in a grinding halt. In that state, she could freeze anything in the world. the raging 

seas, the wind that blows, the energies that floats all over Heaven and Earth…. everything. 

This is her ultimate technique that she had been practicing since she was in Pillar Forming. As she grows 

stronger, her ability to freeze thing also did not only limit herself to tangible things. 

But clearly, such ability could not be used against the Demon King. 

This must have something to do with the fact that while she could freeze energies, she could not freeze 

Laws. 

She is after all, right now clashing with an existence that is one level higher than her in the terms of 

advanced life forms. 

The fact she could do all this is already impressive. 

With the cold air around her freezing the energies that is about to come blasting toward her, and after 

sneaking an attack, Katarina increased her speed, trying to move as far away as possible from the 

Demon king. 

She flies upwards like a fairy immortal about to ascend to immortal abode. The scene is very beautiful. 

Around her snow falls and hails of ice keep attacking toward the red mist. 

Balfor could see it even though all the snows and the hails of ice. 

He then pointed his index finger and the clouds exploded into motes of energy, the hails of ice all turn 

into gas and the cold air was swept away by the killing intent that brings heat and fire 

Balfor look toward Katarina who is flying upward. All of this happen in the span of two second 

Balfor look at the human and he only smiles. 

‘Perfection’ and he chuckles a bit 

‘All Source is really powerful if it could create such a taboo. But one at a time. The Rings is first on the 

list’ he muttered under his breath 

Dying under the hand of Azief, Balfor realizes why Azief could fight with him toe to toe. Perfection path. 

He notices that Azief had walked that path. It is no wonder that it is not an easy feat to kill that human. 

He is perfect in everything. 

And when he means Perfect in everything it means the Perfection in gathering energy, using it and 

controlling it. 

This kind of existence always defy logic. this content of novelfullbook.com, if you reading this content 
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He could not have thought that there is not one but two people walking the Perfection path in this 

world. 

It made him feel a little bit envious. 



Even he himself had tried to walk Perfection path in the past but he failed to follow it till the end. 

It is not easy after all. The Seresian world energy consumption is high and the regeneration of energy is 

slow. If he had persevered, it would take him thousands of years if not more. 

No wonder, that human did not step into Essence Creation even though he could. It is not that he 

couldn’t. But he didn’t want to. 

There is also the fact that the fortune and fate of such a person would be very strong. The fact that he 

could keep it up until reaching such level shows the persistence of that human 

Each time he succeeds in breaking through the shackles of life, of fate and destiny, the more fortune and 

fate is accumulated. 

Killing such person is always hard. 

The stronger the fortune, the stronger the fate. And as such, they would always be obstacle in killing 

such a person. 

Balfor mind is filled with all this thought as Katarina solid form is slowly about to turn into an intangible 

form. 

She is about to turn to snow but then Balfor simply said 

‘Break!’ 

Chapter 889: The plot of the demon king (2) 

The moment he says that all the energies around Katarina seem to burst into bubbles. 

The icicles that circles around her burst into fragments of ice and turns into motes of energy. 

Katarina felt pain in her body as her Disk crack hard. That attack did not only destroy her defense, it also 

affects her Disk 

The cold air that trails behind Katarina feet is swept away by some kind of invisible force. 

And all the area around her seems to contract and force her down 

‘Shit’ she cursed in her heart as the alarm in her heart go off. 

Katarina dived back down toward the ground like there is some force that is forcing her. 

She is like a bird that had her wing clipped. She thought of Azief right now. if Azief knew about what is 

happening right now, he might come here immediately to save Katarina 

But for some reason, he did not know anything about what is happening here. 

When Azief blast exploded Balfor original body leaving only a husk, the energy explosion covered up the 

world and created energy instability. 

Even Azief could not see what is happening in this area right now because of that disturbance of the 

chaotic energy. This is the trump card of the Demon King. 
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His incarnation. 

The Demon King smiles and then he made a pulling gesture with his arm. 

A powerful pulling pressure surrounded Katarina. 

Katarina narrowed her eyes 

She already lost most of her energy after doing that attack. But she had time to recharge when she flew 

upwards toward the air before 

‘Release me’ she shouted as she slashes her sword, sending white light in the shape of a thin sharp 

apparition of sword intent toward the Demon King 

A blast of cold energy slices through the air. The air around the slashing trail seem to freeze that even 

the particles around it were freeze. 

In less than a second, the slash hit Balfor body, cutting through the red mist. Balfor did not even bother 

to deflect it as he let that sword slash to hit him. 

It created a shockwave that causes the ground to freeze and become hard. 

Ice spikes appears in the ground and it freezes any life form around the radius of three kilometers. 

The radius might not be large but the power of the attack is very concentrated. 

Balfor laughed as he shrugged the attack. 

He opens his hand wide and a pulling sensation went over Katarina entire being as her body quickly rush 

though the air toward the Demon King 

BAM! 

Katarina neck arrived at Balfor hand as her body slams toward that open hand. Balfor smiles 

‘Got you’ 

‘Release me!’ She shouted. 

Her shouts are filled with energy and it usually would be able to create destruction but the body 

fortification of Balfor easily repels the force. 

He only smiles and he said 

‘You are bait’ he simply said. And Katarina face pale for a second as she understood why she was 

targeted. 

She did not worry about herself. She worries about what Azief would do. 

Balfor realizes that the human that fought him cares a lot about this woman. 

Before the beginning of an all-out battle with him, Azief must not have thought that Katarina wanted to 

come to him 

At that time, he uses his power to transport her away from the battle area. 



His action at that time was observed by the Demon King 

Balfor would not be able to become a Demon king of he is not cunning. 

Even though at that time he underestimated the human and was very confident that he would win, this 

did not mean that he would simply not have any contingency measure. 

When he first thought that he could lose, he creates this incarnation. The body that died is his original 

body. 

That is the only way he could do it without the human realizing that he had split himself. 

But Balfor is not a normal Seresian demon. He had ways of recreating back his body. This incarnation is 

created form one drop of his essence blood. 

It possesses the power of Divine Comprehension leveler. It is why he had become a bit weaker than 

Azief after he created this incarnation and why Azief felt it was easy killing him 

Balfor look at the woman, closing his face with hers and said 

‘This world…’ and he paused for a second as he looks at the sky above his head and sighed 

‘Does not welcome me. Your lover seems to have all the home advantage. I could not defeat him in this 

world.’ Katarina spit toward his face. 

But that spit halted in midair, not able to reach Balfor face. Balfor only smirks as that spit turns into air. 

Balfor might be smiling and smirking like happy is happy but only he knows how frustrated he is right 

now. 

Would he do such a thing if he is not desperate? 

There are too many obstacles for him to gain any benefit from this world and he knew that his objective 

had failed. 

And then there is also that fleet in space, aiming weapons at him. He saw that the Orvanian is still at the 

atmosphere when he looks up into the sky 

They were adamant in trapping him here. 

It was during this time that Sith’venar look at Earth and was shocked at the sudden change in the battle. 
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He was shocked because he saw the Demon King is dead. And then he saw the Demon King incarnation 

appearing before Katarina and taking her under his control. 

Katarina did not meekly let herself be caught. She tried to struggle but she found out that her entire 

body seems to be sealed. 

The space around her binds her, making him unable to move. Even the control she had over the 

temperature around her had been revoked. 



‘What did you do to me?’ She said, looking at Balfor with anger. 

‘Sealing Laws of space around you’ he simply said. Still holding her at her neck, Balfor then look behind 

him. 

He did not choke her or hurt her. He even takes great care not to apply too much pressure on her neck. 

And he did not kill her. A bait must act like bait. 

A dead bait would not be beneficial for him at all. And there is still use for this human. 

Balfor then senses that the energy around the area is undergoing a change. 

He looks around him and he could see that Time and Space around him seems to be bending, like it is 

being sucked into a black hole. 

It is not as dramatic as that but the scene has some similarities. 

He chuckles as he understood why there is such a disturbance in the Time around him. 

‘Ah, that Time manipulator is coming’ he muttered to himself. 

It is quite amazing when he thinks about it. That human with the power to manipulate time reminded 

him of the Time Lords. 

But if there is a difference between that human and Time Lords, is that the Time Lords is bound by 

something. 

That human seems to be able to freely use his ability to control and manipulate time. 

Balfor could sense that Jean is travelling through Space and Time, ignoring the spatial storm in Time 

Space continuum to stop him from kidnapping this human. 

‘You are too late’ Balfor thought to himself. 

Then with his left hand he made a slicing motion toward the space beside him. A sizzling sound could be 

heard and then the area where his hand had passed seems to be morphed. 

The space is cut and then immediately connected toward a space channel. And bursting out from that 

space is thick demonic energy 

Katarina look at the space tear and then she could see a red colored world. Among others, she could 

also see a ruined world with tall dark buildings that reached the clouds. 

‘Seresian world’ she thought to herself. 

BOOM! The second wave of the energy blast sweep round the area but Balfor only smiles 

Around the area, the blast of energy from the death of his original body did not affect him. He then 

looks back and smiles a bit 

His gaze looks toward that human that have killed him, from a million miles away. It is a mocking smile 



‘If you want her, come get her’ he said under his breath and with a smile he enters the space rips. the 

moment he enters the space rip sew itself shut 

But there is still a little bit of the crack connecting Earth to that world. It is clear that this is a deliberate 

move by Balfor. He wanted Azief to find his way to the Seresian world. 

Whoosh! 

Suddenly the area around the crack suddenly stopped. The blast is being halted off by some invisible 

force causing everything to stop. 

The dust that rises up to the air and wanted to fall back down, halted. The wind that blows, halted. 

The falling rain also halted. Everything stop. 

Time and Space suddenly distorted and then gathered at one point. Coming from that point is Jean. 

Jean appears and Time regain back its stability 

The dust falls, the wind blows and the falling raindrops drenched his body. His face is solemn and he 

clench his fist hard. 

Jean then spread out his Divine Sense almost immediately look around him and he sighed. 

There is only a snow covered hill and a scene of destruction around him. 

With his Divine Sense he could infer that Katarina had done the best she could. But, the Demon king is 

just too strong for her 

The fact that she could endure that long is already amazing enough. 

‘Fuck’ he cursed under his breath 

And there is also Time Disruption here. It is why even though he had already come and uses Time to his 

advantage, he is still too little too late 

There is only the scene of snows melting but there is no Katarina. 

‘Death Monarch would not be happy with this’ he thought to himself 

‘This is clearly a trap. But, it is an effective trap’ 

Chapter 890: Premonition 

The cold wind blows and Jean sighed 

Azief still did not notice what is happening there. And Jean did not like being the bearer of bad news. 

He failed to protect Katarina. 

That is what makes him mad. He could not have thought that the Demon king would appear there? 

If he knew, he would of course send his real body here to protect her 

But Jean thought that everything is done already so he focusses his attention on his Time Avatar. 
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If his real body was here, the Demon king with his Divine Comprehension realm would not be able to get 

Katarina that easily. 

Jean could hide her in some kind of Time Pocket and she would be safe. 

Azief reaction could be guessed. And there is also Boris 

Jean knows how much Boris love his sister. He would never let his sister suffer any wrongs. He had failed 

those people. 

He sighed a she thinks of many things in his mind. Jean after all is a member of the Republic. And 

Katarina is the High Chancellor of the Republic. this content of novelfullbook.com, if you reading this 
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People might think that the Demon King caught the wrong person. 

Everyone in the world knows that Death Monarch woman is Sofia the Divine Archer. 

But….to those who in the know, they all knew how complicated the relationship between Death 

Monarch, Ice Queen and the Divine Archer really is 

Even those who were not in the know could smell that there is something about the relationship of 

these three people. 

Azief would not let Katarina be in danger and like Boris, Azief is very protective of Katarina 

One could see the care he put toward Katarina safety with the many measures he put in place for her. 

He cares about her, more than he let on. If he does not care about her, why would he flung her away. 

Why would he task Jean to look after her? 

Jean sighed again. Behind him, the third wave of the blast is about to sweep the area. He did not even 

pay attention to that blast that had been slowly become weaker with each wave. 

The Time Shield around him was erected automatically absorbing the energy blast. 

It is still hard for him to send a message to Azief. 

So, he stands there. 

He knows he needs to do something to make sure that things would not be too hard on Azief later. 

Like Will, Jean could guess what Azief would choose to do if he knew that Katarina was kidnapped by the 

Demon King. 

This time, the one that arrived in this place is Jean true body. 

He no longer in his Law Avatar form. His Law Avatar form was grinded into nothingness as he tries to 

navigate the chaotic time and space channel 

But just because he no longer in his Law Avatar form did not mean he is weak 

Instead time and space around him seems to move according to his will and his control over Time 

strengthened. 



He had to spread himself out before so while it is good that he could use all of that Time powers to save 

people, his power was also spread out, reducing his impact when he switches to offense. 

He looks at the area where Balfor had disappeared. He maintains the Time around it and he stands 

guards around it. 

If Azief wanted a way on how to go to the Seresian world, this is the place where he could breach it 

And Jean also had a few tricks under his sleeve. Time energies surrounded the crack and seems to meld 

with the laws that govern the space tears. 

He sighed a bit and then look toward the distance. 

‘Azief, you should notice it by now’ At the same time on space, Sith’venar order his fleet to use the 

tracker to immediately go to the Seresian world. 

As for Azief, he is still floating in the air at the site of the battle, not knowing what had just happened a 

few seconds before he slashes that last strike 

He is looking at the disintegrating body of the Demon King as it slowly turns into a motes of light that is 

full with energy that would nourish the world. 

But he did not smile. He did not laugh or felt happy for the death of his enemy 

He only felt unease. 

He did not understand why at the last moment; the Demon king seems to given up on fighting. It did not 

make sense. 

It is without a doubt that everything he had planned work perfectly like a clockwork. 

He managed to not only fight the Demon King, he even managed to force him to a dead road. 

But…. even so…. the Demon King is someone who is in Essence Creation realm. And that is only because 

he is constrained by the suppressive power of the World Orb. 

His level is probably stronger than Essence Creation and might surpassed it. 

It is impossible that such a powerful creature did not have any lifesaving measures. 

The more it moves according to his plan, the more helpless the Demon King appears, the more Azief felt 

unease. 

It felt like he is being schemed upon. On his hand there is no longer the sword. The Wheel above his 

head however is still spinning 

But it is no longer giving any energy to Azief. 

And it is slowly about to stop. Azief still could not help feeling that there is something wrong even 

though he had won the fight. 

It felt…too easy. Of course, if one looks at Azief effort in trying to win, one could hardly say that it is an 

easy fight. 



There were many preparations, many plots and scheme that had to be set up beforehand to reach this 

favorable conclusion. 

But Azief still felt that even after all that he had employed, with every preparation that he had muster, it 

still felt like the win was too easy. 

Azief did not even use the other trials that is embedded in the Wheel of Rebirth and Reincarnation. 

‘There is something wrong with all of this’ this kind of thought could not be erased from his mind 

He did not deactivate the Wheel. Instead he slowly floated down toward the ground 

The area around the radius of one meter around him is stable, with no disintegration of space or the 

turbulence of energy. 

Of course the same could not be said for the surrounding area. 

As he is the eye of the storm, he is spared from feeling the wave after waves of the shockwave blast of 

his strike that is circling the world right now 

Right now, there is no longer any red sky. 

There is only the golden sky. 

And the blast of energy is slowly dispersing from the area of the battle becoming weaker with each 

waves. 

The Will of the World is greedily taking in all of the energy that is coming off from the Demon King 

corpse. 

Azief then landed on the dry ground. 

He could see a lot of things in the area now that he is on the ground. 

This dry land is actually the seabed of an ocean. But during the fight between him and the Demon king, 

the sea area around this part become dry. 

All he could see for miles and miles is dry land like some kind of desert with weird earth structure. 

Some of them is the rock formation formed deep in the dark of the deep sea revealed to him. 

Most of them however had been destroyed as it was forced to withstand the terrible pressure of the 

battle between Azief and then Demon King head on. 

The sea all over the world is also returning to normal. 

The frozen surface melted and with the Will of the World retreating back to its consciousness, it slowly 

heals the world. 

The places where thunders and lightning ravaged the forest, is now slowly being sow with energy. 

And even the many large and deep pothole is now being covered and buried by the sudden outgrowth 

of grass and trees 



One could see this force of life falling from the heavens toward the world like some kind of raindrop 

with each raindrop possessing potent life energy 

The pressure of the Heaven had disappeared and people could all got up. 

All in all, everything is trying to become normal once again. The expansion of the world is also slowly 

consolidating. 

Azief saw that there is some opening of volcanoes that was blocked because of the many large debris 

that had fallen toward the area and because of the pressure of his energy. 

The smokes of the magma and the lava could not even rise up to the sky because he had cut all the 

molecules. 

But now that he no longer emanated such pressure and the sword strike had been completed, the Laws 

of the world is coming back. 

He could also hear the rumbling and feel the tremors on the ground. 

The block of water is coming back to flood this dry land into a vast sea once again. As such a great wall 

of water is rushing from the four direction toward this empty area to fill it back up. 

Of course if that were to happen, the sea-level would drop as it would need who knows how much 

water to fills this dry area back into the ocean. 

Azief did not care much about the rushing block of water rushing toward him. 

He looks up and he saw the Wheel up there, gigantic and appearing like a holy sun, emanating bright 

golden colors 

One would be forgiven to think that it is the sun. 

Even though Azief is actually in pain right now, he still activates the Wheel. 

Then he coughs a bit 

“I know I should not suppress it too much’ he thought to himself. 

 


